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Abstract

Recent advancements in large multimodal language models have demonstrated
remarkable proficiency across a wide range of tasks. Yet, these models still
struggle with understanding the nuances of human humor through juxtaposition,
particularly when it involves nonlinear narratives that underpin many jokes and
humor cues. This paper investigates this challenge by focusing on comics with
contradictory narratives, where each comic consists of two panels that create a
humorous contradiction. We introduce the YESBUT benchmark, which comprises
tasks of varying difficulty aimed at assessing AI’s capabilities in recognizing
and interpreting these comics, ranging from literal content comprehension to
deep narrative reasoning. Through extensive experimentation and analysis of
recent commercial or open-sourced large (vision) language models, we assess their
capability to comprehend the complex interplay of the narrative humor inherent in
these comics. Our results show that even state-of-the-art models still lag behind
human performance on this task. Our findings offer insights into the current
limitations and potential improvements for AI in understanding human creative
expressions.

1 Introduction

“The world is indeed comic, but the joke is on mankind.”

—H. P. Lovecraft

Comics are a unique blend of visual art and narrative that encapsulate a wide range of human
experiences and emotions. Understanding comics often requires significant social reasoning skills
and cultural knowledge, as they heavily rely on context, cultural references, and visual metaphors.
Furthermore, comics frequently employ nonlinear narratives [1, 2], demanding rigorous reasoning to
grasp underlying ideas. Recent large (vision) language models have achieved impressive performance
on various tasks [3–5], yet their ability to comprehend these complex human expressions remains
insufficiently explored [6–8].

Examining AI models’ ability to understand comics is essential for advancing their social and
semantic comprehension. As a significant part of human creative expression, comic offers valuable
insights into human emotions and cultural contexts [9]. This understanding is crucial for developing
socially intelligent systems and enhancing AI-related creativity, thereby improving user experience in
applications such as recommendation systems and automated content creation tools.
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Previous studies have applied vision language models (VLMs) to understand humor and deep
semantics [7, 10]. However, these studies often focus on single-panel comics and do not investigate
the more complex case of nonlinear narratives created through juxtaposition, a fundamental element
in comics. Juxtaposition involves placing two contrasting elements together to provoke thought or
evoke humor [11, 12]. This technique requires readers to pause and reassess the meaning, engaging
in nonlinear thinking to reason about the relationships between panels for overall idea. [13–15].

Narrative contradiction
The contradiction lies in the driver's display of compassion for live ducks by
stopping and waiting for them to cross the road, yet this same respect does not
extend to their treatment as food.

Underlying Philosophy Selection
It highlights the contradictory relationship humans have with animals, 

where the value of an animal's  life changes drastically based on context.

The comic suggests that there is no needs to show empathy to the animals 
since they will be eventually consumed as foods.

Title Matching
Crossing Paths: From Compassion to Cuisine      
Food Empathy vs. Animal Protection

Narrative
Understanding

&
Deep Reasoning

Yes, But

Peking 
Duck

中国餐厅

Comic with two panels:

Figure 1: We introduce YESBUT dataset for comic
understanding of juxtaposed comic panels. Given
a two-panel comic with contradictory narrative, we
propose several tasks including narrative understand-
ing, underlying philosophy selection and title match-
ing, tackling different levels of comic understanding.
(Comic by Anton Gudim).

In this work, we examine VLMs’ ability to
understand comics, specifically focusing on
humor derived from juxtaposition. Our goal
is to determine if large AI models can accu-
rately comprehend the complex and contra-
dictory narratives present in comics. Such
contradictions challenge conventional seman-
tic interpretations and demand deeper anal-
ysis. For example, Figure 1 shows a comic
with two panels: in the first, a driver stops
for ducks to cross the road ("Yes"), and in
the second, the driver enters a "Peking Duck"
restaurant ("But"), highlighting the contradic-
tion in human-animal relationships through
juxtaposition.

Understanding such juxtaposition in comics
significant challenges for the models. First, it
requires deep comprehension of human norms,
recognizing that people often have conflicting
feelings, and identifying subtle social cues and
contexts tied to cultural backgrounds. Addi-
tionally, it demands nonlinear reasoning to
grasp the overall narrative, as the story is
conveyed through the interplay of two panel
elements, forming the core of the narrative be-
yond the literal meaning of each single panel. This type of juxtaposition necessitates critical thinking
about similarities and differences, requiring in-depth reasoning. However, current models lack the
ability to process information through nonlinear and deep thinking effectively, as the autoregressive
paradigm of LMs limits their bidirectional reasoning capabilities [16–18]. By emphasizing these
contradictions, we aim to push AI models to develop more sophisticated semantic understanding,
enriching their interpretative capabilities.

To this end, we collected and annotated a new benchmark, YESBUT, for understanding comics with
juxtaposition, focusing on contradictory narratives. Each comic is annotated with a literal description,
a contradiction illustration, the underlying philosophy it reveals or satirizes, and a title that summarizes
the overall narrative, as shown in Figure 1. We then propose four tasks: (1) literal description writing,
to produce a surface description of the comic narrative; (2) contradiction generation, where the model
illustrates the narrative contradiction; (3) underlying philosophy selection, which targets at selecting
the correct philosophy the comic reflects; and (4) title matching, where the model matches the comic
with a proper title. These tasks jointly cover different levels of comic understanding, from literal
content comprehension to more in-depth narrative reasoning, providing a thorough evaluation of
comic understanding capabilities.

We conducted comprehensive experiments on the YESBUT dataset, evaluating both commercial and
open-sourced large (visual) language models. Both automatic and human evaluation results indicate
that commercial VLMs outperform their open-sourced counterparts on most tasks. However, even
the highest scores are far from perfect (e.g., 84.1% accuracy for underlying philosophy selection and
63.3% for title matching), underscoring the need for further advancements in this area. Additionally,
our analysis reveals that augmenting models with oracle comic descriptions can significantly enhance
performance, highlighting the considerable gap in current models’ understanding of comic narratives.
We release our annotations, code, and model results, aiming to provide valuable insights for future AI
research on understanding human creative expression.
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2 Related Work

Large Models and Evaluations. Recent large (vision) language models have demonstrated re-
markable performance in following human instructions and performing various downstream tasks
through zero-shot prompting [19–21, 4]. Various benchmarks have been proposed to evaluate their
performance, encompassing both language-only tasks [22–25] and vision-language tasks [26–30].
These tasks primarily focus on assessing the fundamental capabilities of large models. However,
the ability of large models to perform in-depth social reasoning and accurately understand human
contexts remains underexplored [6].

Computational Humor. Humor is a vital component of human communication [31]. Our research is
closely related to the computational understanding of humor. Previous studies have addressed tasks
such as humor recognition [32–34] and humor generation [35]. Recent research also expands this
exploration to multimodal data, including visual humor prediction [36], humorous cartoon caption
identification [37, 7, 38], and humor prediction in videos [39, 40]. Additionally, recent work shows
that LLMs such as ChatGPT has not fully solved computational humor yet [41]. In this work,
we devise a series of tasks specifically focusing on evaluating the large vision language models
for understanding humor through the comic juxtaposition with contradictory narratives. Our tasks
necessitate a deep narrative understanding of comic panels to fully grasp the humor embedded within
them. Through this study, we aim to provide insights into the capabilities of AI in processing and
appreciating humor.

Interpretation of Human Creative Expressions. Visual artwork, encompassing mediums such
as drawings, paintings, and sculptures, has been a profound aspect of human culture and cognition.
These creative expressions are not merely decorative; they are deeply entwined with the ways humans
perceive, interpret, and communicate their experiences and emotions [42]. Understanding these
human creative expressions necessities valuable insights of human emotions, societal values, and
cultural contexts, which is crucial for developing socially intelligent systems and enhancing AI-
related creativity [43]. Previous research has explored AI interpretation of visual human creative
expressions in tasks such as meme [44] and cartoon [45] understanding. Similar to our work, studies
like [7] and [10] apply AI models to comprehend comics. However, these studies primarily focus
on single-panel comics, emphasizing humor and deep semantics. In contrast, our work aims to
investigate the significant feature of juxtaposition for understanding contradictory narratives.

Visual Reasoning. Our task is also related to the visual reasoning ability, where the model requires
in-depth reasoning to comprehend contradictions between two comic panels. Previous research has
examined visual reasoning capabilities of large models in tasks involving commonsense reasoning [46,
28, 47], visual question answering [48], visio-linguistic compositionality [49], and science question
answering [50]. Unlike these studies, our task involves nonlinear reasoning, which necessitates AI
to navigate multi-dimensional and complex information layers, often without explicit directives.
While linear reasoning present their challenges, they usually exhibit clearer rules and structures,
making them more accessible for AI to process with existing algorithms and models. Consequently,
nonlinear reasoning represents a more intricate task, demanding higher natural language processing
and cognitive modeling capabilities from AI systems.

3 The YESBUT Dataset

Our benchmark consists of YESBUT comics featuring contradictory narratives. Specifically, each
sample includes: (1) a two-panel comic that forms a narrative with inherent contradictions; (2) a
literal description of the comic narratives; (3) an explanation that illustrates the contradiction within
the narrative; (4) the deep philosophy or underlying message the comic aims to convey; and (5) a title
of the comic. Based on these components, we construct various tasks for comic understanding.

3.1 Image Collection

Our dataset comprises captionless comics from the "YES, BUT" series created by Anton Gudim 2.
Each comic consists of two panels labeled "yes" and "but," depicting a contradictory narrative about

2https://www.yesbutcoin.com/
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Yes,
Step 1: Narrative Description Writing

The comic shows a businessman with two different graph
perspectives. The left side displays a close-up of a chart with an
upward spike, suggesting immediate success. While the right
reveals the full graph with an overall downward trend, (...)

The contradiction arises from 
selective disclosure, juxtaposing 
the immediate triumph against the 
broader context of defeat.

Step 2: Deep Contents Writing

(Pos) The comic comments on the 
deceptive nature of presenting 
information without full transparency,
reminding us to consider the full 
picture and not be swayed by 
selective or incomplete information.

(Pos) Selective Statistics: A Tale 
of Two Perspectives

③ Underlying Philosophies

(Neg1) It portrays the lesson that personal confidence 
can remain unaltered by market fluctuations (…)

(Neg2) The comic endorses the practice of cherry-
picking information (…)

(Neg3) It poses a criticism that ego can blind one to 
economic realities (…)

④ Title
(Neg1) Graphs Don't Lie, People Do

(Neg2) Profit and Loss: The Dual Faces of Business

(Neg3) Graphs of Success: A Businessman's Journey

Comic with two panels:

Step 3: Quality Check

① Literal Description ② ContradictionBut

Cross
Verification

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

- Bias reduction
- Length control
- Style consistency
- Readability

Figure 2: Overview of the data construction pipeline. Pos represents the positive options, and Neg
stands for the negative options.

everyday life. We collected the original images by scraping social media 3. After crawling the images,
we conducted careful preprocessing steps. Initially, we performed deduplication to remove identical
images. We also discarded comics with more than two panels. Finally, we cropped the original
images to exclude the "yes" and "but" labels. This results in a total of 369 comics.

3.2 Data Annotation

For each comic, we annotate the corresponding literal description, contradiction explanation, underly-
ing philosophy and comic title [7, 10]. We primarily rely on human annotators to obtain gold-standard
annotations. Eight human judges participated in the annotation process, all of whom are proficient
English speakers based in English-speaking countries and have at least a Bachelor’s degree. Our
annotation process included two stages: the progressive human-AI collaborative annotation stage and
the quality check and cross-verification stage. The pipeline is illustrated in Figure 2.

Progressive Human-AI Collaborative Annotation. In this stage, we randomly assigned comic
samples to each annotator, instructing them to write the corresponding components. To reduce human
effort and costs associated with data annotation from scratch, we designed a human-AI collaboration
pipeline utilizing GPT-4 [51] for data annotation and component writing.

The pipeline operates through dialogue interactions with the GPT-4 model. Given a comic image, we
first prompt GPT-4 to generate narrative descriptions, illustrating the comic’s narrative and explaining
the contradictory logic between the two panels. Human annotators then modify and annotate the
contents to obtain a literal description and contradiction explanation.

After obtaining the gold-standard description, both the comic and the description are used as input
to prompt GPT-4 deep content writing, including the underlying philosophy and an eye-catching
comic title. The underlying philosophy aims to foster a deep understanding of the comic and reveal
the phenomenon it satirizes or the lesson it conveys; and the title is a more abstractive expression
that reflects the overall narrative. Both components will be further checked by human annotators.
Additionally, for the underlying philosophy and title understanding tasks, GPT-4 generates hard
negative counterparts and distractions to design multiple-choice questions for our experiments. The
prompts we used are provided in the Appendix A.

Our human-AI collaborative annotation pipeline is effective as it leverages an progressive prompting
strategy, annotating each component from easy to difficult. Understanding the underlying philosophy
of the comic, for example, requires first understanding the literal narratives and contradictions. This
approach reduces annotation costs and improves overall efficiency.

Quality Check with Cross Verification. To ensure the quality and accuracy of the components
and reduce objective bias from different human annotators, we introduced a cross verification stage.

3https://twitter.com/_yesbut_ and https://www.instagram.com/_yes_but
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Components #Num Avg. Len.

Image 348 -
Literal Description 348 80
Contradiction 348 31
Philosophy 1392 24
Title 1392 6

Table 1: Data Statistics. Avg. Len. is
the average number of words.

In this process, one annotator is assigned as an inspector for
each comic. The inspector checks the annotated results to
ensure all components are correct. If any content is found to
be of low quality or ambiguous, a third annotator is brought
in as a judge to determine the final version. We drop the
comics with ambiguous narratives. This process ensures
the quality of the annotated components for benchmark con-
struction. After the above process, one of the authors review
each sample to verify the validity of the components. Finally,
we obtain a dataset of 348 comics, each accompanied by high-quality components. The statistics of
the components are shown in Table 1.

3.3 Task Design: Do Large Models Understand Humor in Juxtaposition?

We aim to evaluate the capabilities of recent large (visual) language models in understanding humor
through contradictions. This is challenging because it requires both social reasoning about human
events and nonlinear logical reasoning about the narratives, going beyond the literal understanding of
the comic. We design a series of tasks that require different levels of narrative understanding and
reasoning abilities to evaluate the models’ performance in reading comics.

1. Literal Description Writing. The first task is to generate the literal description of the comic
narrative. We formulated this task as a text generation task: given an input comic, the model is
required to generate a short description illustrating the narrative from the two panels of the comic.
This task is different from the traditional image captioning, which requires the model to illustrate the
comic narrative instead of solely focusing on image description.

2. Contradiction Generation evaluates whether the model can understand the contradiction within
the narrative juxtaposition. Similarly, it is formulated as a text generation task.

3. Underlying Philosophy Selection. Understanding comics requires grasping not only the surface
meaning of the images but also the underlying ideas the authors aim to convey. This task evaluates
the model’s ability to recognize the comic’s underlying philosophy. It is formulated as a multiple-
choice question answering (MCQ) task: given an input comic and four candidates of its underlying
philosophy, the model must predict the correct option. The negative choices are crafted by annotators
to be relevant to the comic, requiring reasoning to make the correct prediction.

4. Title Matching evaluates whether the models can identify the corresponding title, which is
challenging because the title acts as an abstraction of the narrative and requires a proper understanding
of the comic’s content. Similar to the underlying philosophy task, it is formulated as a multiple-choice
question answering task, where the most is asked to select the correct title from four options.

4 Experiments

4.1 Models and Settings

We evaluate the models’ performance in a zero-shot manner using both recent VLMs and LLMs. For
VLMs, the comic image and questions are provided as inputs for output prediction. We include both
commercial models such as GPT-4 [51] and Claude-3[52], as well as open-sourced models including
LLaVa [3, 53], CogVLM [54], Qwen-VL [55], mPLUG-Owl2 [56], and InstructBLIP [57].

For LLMs, since they cannot directly process images, we use the LLaVa-1.6 13B model generated
literal descriptions as inputs due to its strong performance. We include ChatGPT, the Llama3
instruction model [20], and the Mistral 7B instruction model [58]. More details of the models are
included in Appendix B.

Implementation Details. For GPT-4 and ChatGPT, we set the temperature as 1. For other models,
wwe use the default parameter settings during inference. To reduce variance across different task
prompts, we create three distinct prompts for each task and report the average scores from three runs
with each prompt. The specific prompts and additional details are in Appendix B.
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Literal Description Contradiction Philosophy Title

Setting Model BERT R-2 GPT BERT R-2 GPT Accuracy Accuracy

VLMs

GPT-4 88.32 87.46 3.76 87.64 83.21 4.03 82.76 60.25
Claude-3 87.68 80.30 3.28 86.93 80.63 3.79 84.10 56.42
LLaVA-1.6-34B 86.45 67.67 2.86 86.04 75.95 3.51 78.83 63.31
LLaVA-1.6-13B 81.34 75.95 2.96 86.48 80.96 3.36 69.16 55.08
LLaVA-1.5-13B 78.77 58.21 2.51 86.48 67.67 3.36 69.73 48.75
InstructBlip-13B 85.20 35.28 2.69 85.54 51.15 2.54 30.75 22.70
CogVLM 80.80 55.51 2.65 87.07 69.96 3.76 61.30 49.52
Qwen-VL-Chat 79.03 51.58 2.76 86.41 59.77 3.25 59.10 42.05
mPlug-Owl2 78.26 47.38 2.57 86.20 48.05 2.59 62.17 43.10
LLaVA-1.6-7B 80.71 70.36 2.79 86.58 75.36 3.24 47.41 37.07
InstructBlip-7B 76.02 38.02 2.60 86.32 66.29 2.85 25.86 26.44

LLMs
ChatGPT - - - 87.78 67.42 3.54 75.86 49.52
Llama-3-8B-Instruct - - - 87.41 70.52 3.59 72.13 49.71
Mistral-7B-Instruct - - - 87.01 67.70 3.64 66.00 45.98

Table 2: Main results. For literal description and contradiction, we report BERT score (recall),
BLEURT (BLT), and GPT evaluation score. Best scores are bold and the second best ones are marked
with underline.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics

For the philosophy and title understanding tasks, which are formulated as multiple-choice question
answering, we use accuracy as the evaluation metric. For the literal description and contradiction
generation tasks, we apply reference-based evaluation metrics commonly used in text generation
studies [59], and report ROUGE-2 (recall) [60] and BERT Score (recall) [61]. 4 Recent work shows
GPT-based evaluation aligns well with human judgements [62–64], and we also apply GPT for
evaluation. The prompts for GPT evaluation are provided in Appendix B.

Due to the limitation of the automatic evaluations for text generation, we also include human
evaluation to assess the quality of the outputs for the literal description and contradiction generation
tasks. We hire three human judges to rate each aspect on a scale of 1 (worst) to 5 (best). For
literal description, following [44], we evaluate: (1) Correctness: Does the model output correctly
convey the narrative of the comic? (2) Completeness: Does the model output cover all the important
elements of the comic narrative? (3) Faithfulness: Can all contents from the model output be
supported by the comic image (i.e., there are no hallucinations)? For contradiction generation, we
evaluate Correctness and Faithfulness. More details are provided in AppendixB.

5 Main Results

The main experimental results are shown in Table 2. For VLMs, the original image is directly used as
input, while for LLMs, the generated comic description is used as input.

5.1 Narrative Understanding Tasks

Literal Description: We evaluate the results of VLMs only for this task. We observe that the two
commercial models generally outperform the smaller open-sourced models. Among these models,
GPT-4 achieves the highest scores. For the open-sourced models, the larger model variants (13B)
consistently achieve better scores than their 7B counterparts, indicating that larger models have a
superior ability to understand the image and produce higher-quality literal descriptions.

Contradiction Generation: A similar trend is observed where GPT-4 and Claude-3 achieve better
results than other VLM models. Notably, LLaVA-1.6 variants outperform their counterparts in

4We report recall metrics considering the open-ended nature of the outputs, as there can be multiple correct
expressions. Our focus is on evaluating whether the key points are covered by the model outputs.
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Correctness Completeness Faithfulness

1.341.291.17

2.822.622.66
2.312.5

2.19

2.81
3.162.97

3.53
3.863.75

GPT-4 Claude-3 LLaVA-1.6 13B CogVLM mPlug-Owl2

0.0

1.3

2.5

3.8

5.0

Correctness Faithfulness

1.211.1

2.41
2.2

1.961.77

2.592.48

3.223.1

Literal Description Contradiction
Figure 3: Human Evaluation on literal description and contradiction generation.

generating contradiction descriptions. This is likely due to their improved reasoning ability and world
knowledge [53], which are essential for understanding comic narratives and accurately capturing
the relationship between the two panels. For LLMs, unlike VLMs, the Llama-3 and Mistral models
achieve results comparable to ChatGPT. Another interesting observation is that Llama-3 and Mistral
obtain similar or better results for contradiction generation compared to open-sourced VLMs, despite
not having access to the original comic images.

5.2 Deep Reasoning Tasks

The Underlying Philosophy Selection and Title Matching tasks require in-depth reasoning based on
the comic narratives. As seen in Table 2, for philosophy selection, Claude-3 achieves the best accuracy
with 84.10%, while for title matching, the LLaVA-1.6 34B variant ranks the highest with 63.31%
accuracy. One key observation is that larger models usually perform better in-depth understanding
of the comics, aligning with the findings that larger models typically exhibit superior reasoning
abilities [65, 66].

Additionally, LLMs achieve performance comparable to open-sourced VL models. This can be
attributed to the strong reasoning abilities of models like Llama-3 and Mistral [58, 20], which are
crucial for understanding narratives and performing nonlinear reasoning to grasp deep semantics.
Further analysis on the influence of descriptions for LLMs is provided in Section 6.1.

Another observation is that model performance on title matching is consistently lower than on
underlying philosophy selection. Titles are shorter and more abstract versions of the narrative and
do not explicitly convey the underlying idea of the comic. Therefore, distinguishing the correct title
from distractions requires a deeper rigorous understanding and reasoning abilities, making it more
challenging for models. Notably, the human evaluation results show a similar trend of our proposed
GPT-based evaluation, demonstraining its effectiveness.

5.3 Human Evaluations

We conduct human evaluations on 30 random samples to assess the output quality of literal descrip-
tions and contradiction generation. The results are displayed in Figure 3. Similar trends are observed
in both human and automatic evaluations: commercial models generally produce better literal de-
scriptions and contradictions compared to open-source models, with GPT-4 achieving the highest
scores in both tasks. Additionally, the scores for literal descriptions are consistently higher than those
for contradictions, suggesting that understanding narrative contradictions is more challenging than
generating literal descriptions, which requires in-depth reasoning to compare the various aspects of
both panels.

A comparison of the scores for literal description and contradiction reveals a strong correlation
between the two tasks: models that perform well on literal descriptions also tend to achieve good
results on contradictions. This indicates that understanding comic juxtaposition requires a diverse set
of skills, including image understanding, narrative comprehension, and reasoning abilities.
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6 Analysis and Discussion

6.1 How Does Literal Understanding of the Comic Influence Deep Reasoning?

We investigate whether the quality of surface-level literal descriptions influences subsequent deep
reasoning tasks. For LLMs, we provide different literal descriptions generated by LLaVA-1.6 7B
and 13B variants, as well as oracle descriptions written by humans, as model inputs. The results
are shown in Figure 4. As the quality of literal descriptions improves, the prediction accuracy for
both underlying philosophy and title selection also improves. This demonstrates a strong correlation
between deep reasoning and literal narrative understanding. However, a significant performance gap
remains compared to when oracle descriptions are used.

We further examine the performance of VLMs by providing them with additional oracle descriptions.
The results are shown in Figure 5. Compared to using only the comic image as input, augmenting
with human-written literal descriptions significantly improves the deep reasoning results for all
VLMs. This confirms that correctly reasoning about the underlying semantics of a comic requires
first accurately understanding its surface narrative. However, the performance gap indicates that
current VLMs still lag in narrative understanding.

Additionally, an interesting observation from Figures 4 and 5 is that when the oracle literal description
is provided as (partial) input, LLMs tend to outperform their VLM counterparts in both philosophy
and title selection. For example, LLaVA-1.6-7B employs Mistral-7B as the language model backbone,
yet its performance under oracle description is significantly worse than that of Mistral-7B . One
possible reason is that incorporating oracle descriptions makes VLM input much longer, thus making
prediction more challenging. We provide further discussions in Section6.2.

6.2 Is Decomposing Literal Description Helpful for Deep Reasoning of VLMs?

Models Philosophy Title

LLaVA-1.6-13B 69.16 55.08
↪→ w/ desp. 68.68 48.76

Qwen-VL-Chat 59.10 42.05
↪→ w/ desp. 59.58 37.55

mPlug-Owl2 62.17 43.10
↪→ w/ desp. 60.25 37.84

LLaVA-1.6-7B 47.41 37.07
↪→ w/ desp. 53.07 34.96

Table 3: Decomposition model results
augmenting the predicted description.

VLMs typically predict results in an end-to-end fashion, re-
quiring the model to perform image captioning, narrative
understanding, and deep reasoning all at once. Here, we in-
vestigate whether decomposing the task into separate stages
of narrative understanding and in-depth reasoning can im-
prove model performance. Specifically, we first prompt the
VLM to produce a literal description of a comic; then the
VLM predicts results based on both the comic image and
the description. The results are shown in Table 3.

As can be seen, decomposing the task and augmenting it
with a literal description does not necessarily lead to a per-
formance gain. Notably, after incorporating descriptions, all
model results drop on the title selection task. This finding
contrasts with previous work [10]. Our hypothesis is that the generated descriptions are often lengthy
(e.g., the average length of the LLaVA-1.6 13B model’s generated literal description is around
170 words), resulting in much longer and more complex prompts, which make prediction more
challenging for the models. We leave a more in-depth investigation of this issue for future work.
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The contradiction is in 
the disposable razor's 
expected short-term 
utility being 
contrasted with its 
depiction of providing 
a lifetime of service.

The contradiction lies in the expectation by the product‘s presentation as disposable 
yet presumably effective, versus the reality experienced by the user, where the razor’s 
performance is disappointingly short-lived. The humor stems from the contrast 
between the implied promise of quality and the actual inferior performance, a 
situation familiar to many who have used such razors.

The comic illustrates a humorous contradiction where, on one side, the man is 
shown shaving off his beard, and on the other side, he is shown with a full beard. 
This plays on the idea that the razor is supposed to remove hair, but in this comedic 
scenario, it seems to have the opposite effect.

Human Reference

GPT-4

CogVLM

LLaVA-13B

mPlug-Owl2

(…) This highlights that even "paper" disposable cups often have plastic lids and inner 
linings that make them challenging to recycle and still contribute to plastic waste. The 
juxtaposition exposes the misconception that choosing a paper cup is always a 
sustainable option, when in fact, the plastic components can still have negative 
environmental impacts.

On the left, the character is enjoying the coffee with the lid off, symbolizing the 
beginning or the experience of the coffee. On the right, the character is now 
consuming the coffee with the lid on, which signifies the end or the aftermath of the 
coffee experience. This juxtaposition creates a visual metaphor for the fleeting 
nature of moments of relaxation or enjoyment.

The contradiction 
highlights the comedic 
truth that no matter 
how large the bed, we 
often end up using just 
a small part of it, and 
it becomes a catch-all 
for our belongings.

The contradiction here is that the bed is perceived differently by two individuals. One 
person sees it as a king-sized bed, which is large and well-kept, while the other 
person sees it as a queen-sized bed, which is smaller and disorganized. This highlights 
how people can have different interpretations of the same situation, which can lead 
to misunderstandings or disagreements.

The comic shows two different perspectives of a person sleeping in a bed. On one 
side, the person is sleeping comfortably in a king-size bed, while on the other side, 
the person is sleeping in a small bed. The contradiction lies in the size of the bed, as 
the person is depicted as sleeping in both a large and a small bed simultaneously. 
This creates a humorous and confusing visual effect.

The contradiction is 
between the barista's 
creative expression 
and the practical act of 
lidding the drink for 
convenience.

Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 3

Human Reference

Human Reference
Claude-3

LLaVA-13B

Figure 6: Sample outputs of contradiction explanations generated by different vision language models,
along with human written references. We highlight different types of errors in model outputs.

6.3 Case Study and Error Analysis

We present sample outputs of contradictions generated by vision language models (VLMs) in Figure 6.
VLMs can make various errors in contradiction understanding.

One type of error is visual misinterpretation, where the model incorrectly interprets the image
contents. For example, in sample 1, CogVLM misinterprets the image by recognizing a person
"shown with a full beard." Similarly, in sample 2, LLaVA-1.6 13B misunderstands the image contents
and generates incorrect content about "two individuals," which is inconsistent with the comic. Such
misinterpretations can lead to incorrect understanding of the narrative.

Models also struggle to conduct in-depth reasoning of the relationship between two panels by
recognizing their differences and similarities. In sample 1, while the comic implies a comparison
between the expected disposable razor and its actual longevity, GPT-4 incorrectly explains the
contradiction as being about the razor’s quality. A similar error occurs with mPlug-Owl2 in sample 2,
where it incorrectly thinks the bed sizes are different in the two panels, leading to a wrong illustration
focusing on the bed size.

Another common error is hallucination and incorrect association. This is evident in sample 3. The
original comic contrasts latte art before and after lidding the drink, but Claude-3 incorrectly associates
the narrative with environmental protection, focusing on the plastic lid. Meanwhile, LLaVA-1.6
13 model suffers from hallucinations by interpreting the narrative as being about relaxation and
enjoyment, which is unsupported by the original comic. More sample outputs are in Appendix C.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we present YESBUT, the first benchmark dedicated to studying comic understanding
through juxtaposition. YESBUT encompasses a variety of tasks that address both narrative compre-
hension and deep reasoning. The results indicate that state-of-the-art vision and language models
still struggle with these tasks. We also offer a comprehensive analysis and discussion of errors to
evaluate model performance. Current models still struggle to accurately interpret the visual contents
and conduct in-depth reasoning of the underlying narratives. Through this study, we aim to provide
insights for future research and advance the capabilities of AI models in understanding human context,
ultimately contributing to more effective and culturally aware AI applications.
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Limitations and Future Work

We propose a comprehensive data annotation process to annotate each component. However, due to
the subjectivity of comic interpretation, especially regarding the underlying ideas, there might be
potential ambiguity. While we acknowledge the relatively small size of images, we rigorously collect
comics and annotate each component, ensuring their high-quality and reliability. We plan to expand
the dataset with the inclusion of different types of narratives in future work.

Our proposed benchmark focuses predominantly on recognizing and interpreting visual humor via
juxtaposition, and may not cover all aspects of visual understanding required for more generalized AI
applications. In the future, we intend to explore more deeply how AI can not only interpret but also
creatively engage with content. This includes generating pivotal turning points from one perspective
and creating counterpoints to given scenarios, like generating a "YES" image’s counterpart.

Ethics Statement

Copyright and License. All data samples collected are sourced from publicly available content on
social media platforms. We ensure compliance with copyright by utilizing original links to comics
without infringement. Additionally, we commit to open-sourcing our annotated benchmark, providing
corresponding links to each comic image. We diligently review samples, filtering out potentially
offensive or harmful content.

The Large Vision Language Models utilized in our experiments are pretrained using diverse web
corpora, which may introduce biases in their outputs. We advise users to conscientiously evaluate the
ethical implications of generated outputs when employing them in future research endeavors.

Data Annotation. Eight human judges are engaged in our annotation process. We compensate these
judges with an average hourly wage of $11, ensuring fair remuneration for their contributions.
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A Data Annotation Details

Tasks Prompts
Literal Description

& Contradiction
The given comic with two panels shows the same situation from two
opposite sides with contradictions. You need to first read and understand
the comic. Generate a detailed description to illustrate the narrative
of the comic and explain the contradiction of what makes the comic
interesting or sarcastic.

Underlying Philosophy Write a brief description of the underlying moral of the narrative in one
sentence, and include what phenomenon is it satirizing and what we can
learn from the comic.

Title Produce a short eye-catching title reflecting the narrative.

Negative Philosophy Generate five contextualized, plausible, but ultimately incorrect crit-
icisms and moral lessons we can learn from the image, each in one
sentence as distracters. Keep the length and style the same as the correct
one.

Negative Title Provide five seemingly reasonable, eye-catching but incorrect titles.

Table 4: Prompts for data annotation
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Literal Description:

The comic is divided into two panels, each presenting a 
contradictory perspective of the same object-a mug. In 
the first panel, the mug is illustrated as an adorable fox 
with closed eyes, giving off a serene and cute vibe. It's 
an object that one would admire or find endearing. 
However, the second panel reveals a practical issue: a 
person attempts to drink from the fox-shaped mug, but 
its design-featuring protruding ears and head-
awkwardly interferes, complicating the act of sipping 
comfortably.

Contradiction:
The comic illustrates a contradiction where a mug designed as an adorable fox is charming to look at but proves 
impractical to use due to its awkwardly protruding ears and head that hinder drinking.

Underlying Philosophy Selection:
A. The illustration critiques the clash between aesthetics and usability, emphasizing the need for a balanced consideration of both 
to ensure a harmonious and practical experience in any aspect of life.
B. The comic shows that adding more decorative elements to an object will enhance its value and enjoyment, when in fact, the 
opposite is true in this case.
C. The illustration suggests that the initial charming appearance of an item will always lead to a positive overall experience, 
disregarding any practical complications that arise later.
D. The image shows enduring inconvenience is a worthwhile sacrifice for the sake of owning something that looks unique or cute.

Answer: A

Title Matching:

A. Charming Design, Prickly Reality: The Fox Mug‘s Surprise B. A Toast to Vulpine Grace
C. Harmony in a Sip D. Enchanting Elixir: The Fox's Secret Brew

Answer: A

Figure 7: Sample comic with all annotated tasks.

Considering the workload of manually writing all components from scratch, we leverage a AI-human
collaborative pipeline for annotation. The prompts for generating each component are listed in
Table 4. After producing each component, human annotators will verify and modify the outputs for
the final components. We present a sample comic with all tasks in Figure 7.

B Experimental Details

B.1 Model Details

We include both commercial and open-sourced VLMs and LLMs in our experiments. For GPT-4, we
use gpt-4-vision-preview version, and for ChatGPT we employ the gpt-3.5-turbo-0125 model variant.
For Claude-3, we leverage the Claude 3 Ops model updated on 29th Feb, 2024 5. For open-sourced
models, we include LLaVa1.6 (34B, 13B and 7B) [53], LLaVa1.5 13B [3], InstructBlip 13B and 7B
variants [57], CogVLM [54], Qwen-VL [55], and mPLUG-Owl2 [56]. For LLMs, we use the Llama3
instruction variant [20], and the Mistral 7B instruction model [58].

B.2 Implementation Details

All commercial models are accessed through their official API. For open-sourced models, we
implement the experiments using Hugging Face Transformers 6. For GPT-4, Claude-3 and ChatGPT,
we setting temperature as 1.0. For other models, we apply the default parameter setting or greedy
decoding during inference. The experiments are conducted on NVIDIA 4090 and A6000 GPUs.

For MCQ evaluation, we explicitly instruct the model to directly output the option in prompts, and use
hard rules to parse the answer. If none of the options can be parsed, we will assign it a random option.
For generation task evaluation, we apply rouge-score 7 to compute ROUGE score, and calculate the
BERT score using the official implementation 8. For GPT based evaluations for literal description
and contradiction, we use gpt-3.5-turbo-0125 version. The prompts we used are shown in Figure 8.

5https://www.anthropic.com/api
6https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/en/index
7https://pypi.org/project/rouge-score/
8https://github.com/Tiiiger/bert_score
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Prompts for Literal Description:

- Candidate literal description: gen
- Reference literal description: ref

Task: You need to determine how accurately the above candidate literal description matches the given
reference literal description of a comic narrative.

Using a scale from 1 to 5, rate the accuracy with which the candidate description matches the reference
description, with 1 being the least accurate and 5 being the most accurate.

Please directly output a score by strictly following this format: [[score]], for example: Rating: [[3]].

Prompts for Contradiction:

Background: You are an impartial judge. You will be given a literal description of a comic that presents
the same situation from two opposing perspectives, highlighting contradictions. You will also be provided
with a gold-standard illustration as reference that effectively demonstrates these narrative contradictions.

Your task is to evaluate the quality of a generated illustration and determine whether it accurately depicts
the narrative contradictions in the comic. Then, assign a score on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is the lowest
and 5 is the highest, based on its quality.

- The literal description of the comic:description
- The reference contradiction illustration:ref
- The generated contradiction illustration:gen

Please directly output a score by strictly following this format: [[score]], for example: Rating: [[3]].

Figure 8: Prompts for GPT based evaluations.

B.3 Experiment Prompts

To reduce the biases from different prompts, we design three different prompts by different people to
evaluate models and report the average results for all tasks. We present the prompts used for Literal
Description (Figure 12), Contradiction Generation (Figure 13), Underlying Philosophy Selection
(Figure 14), and Title Matching (Figure 15).

B.4 Human Evaluation Details

We present 30 random samples on each task for human evaluation. We anonymize the models and
shuffle the outputs to the annotators. Following [44], we include the following aspects:

• Correctness: Does the model output correctly convey the narrative of the comic?
• Completeness: Does the model output cover all the important elements of the comic narrative?
• Faithfulness: Can all contents from the model output be supported by the comic image (i.e., there
are no hallucinations)?

For Literal description, we evaluate on all three aspects. For contradiction, we evaluate on Correctness
and Faithfulness.

C More Sample Outputs

Here, we present more randomly picked sample outputs on literal description and contradiction
generation in Figure 9, Figure 11, and Figure ??.
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Literal Description:
The left panel shows a music player interface with a song titled "I Don't Care" by Lil Big Money. 
The player has the typical features of a music app with play, pause, next, and previous buttons, 
and a progress bar that shows the song being played. The right panel reveals the musician, 
presumably Lil Big Money, looking stressed and worried as he observes the song stats on a chart 
that is plummeting. The chart is labeled "I Don't Care SONG STATS," and the descending line 
suggests that the song is not performing well.

Contradiction:
The contradiction is that while the song and the artist's persona radiate a carefree attitude, the 
reality is quite the opposite. Lil Big Money does care deeply about the performance of his song, as 
shown by the anxious demeanor and the dismal statistics on the graph.

Human Reference

Claude-3 Generated Description!
The comic depicts a man with facial hair and sunglasses in two contrasting panels. In the first panel, titled "I Don't Care" with the 
subtitle "Lil Big Money", the man appears disinterested while music controls are shown below. In the second panel, titled "I Don't 
Care SONG STATS", a graph shows a sharp decline, implying the song's popularity is quickly fading. The juxtaposition suggests that 
despite the man's supposedly carefree attitude portrayed in the first panel, he is actually quite concerned about the performance 
and reception of his music as evidenced by the second panel showing the song's diminishing stats. 

Claude-3 Generated Contradiction!
The comic strip illustrates a satirical contradiction between the music artist's public persona and private attitude. In the first panel, 
the artist promotes their new song "I Don't Care" with a confident, indifferent expression. However, the second panel shows song
stats plummeting, causing the artist to appear distressed and concerned, directly contradicting the song's "I Don't Care" message. 
This juxtaposition humorously highlights the discrepancy between the artist's projected apathetic image and their genuine 
emotional investment in the song's success or failure. The comic cleverly exposes how public figures may present one facade while 
privately experiencing the opposite sentiment. 

CogVLM Generated Description
The comic portrays a man who is initially indifferent to a song titled 'I Don't Care' by Lil Big Money. However, upon seeing the song's 
statistics, he becomes deeply engrossed and contemplates its popularity, even though he initially claimed not to care about it. 

CogVLM Generated Contradiction
The comic illustrates a humorous contradiction where the character claims not to care about song statistics, yet is deeply engrossed 
in observing them. On the left side, the character is shown confidently listening to a song, while on the right, he is seen 
contemplating the declining song statistics, indicating a sudden change in his attitude.

Figure 9: Sample outputs of model generated literal description and contradiction.

Literal Description:
This comic portrays the humorous contrast between expectations and reality within an artist's 
studio. In the first panel, the scene is set in a serene art studio, filled with classic art supplies: 
sculptures, a vase, brushes, and paints—all indicative of traditional fine arts. The empty canvas on 
the easel awaits the artist's touch. However, the second panel reveals the punchline: the artist 
has chosen to create a piece of anime or manga-style art, which stands in stark contrast to the 
classical environment and materials surrounding them.

Contradiction:
The contradiction of the comic lies in a traditional art setting prepared for classical art creation and 
the artist's unexpected choice to draw contemporary anime-style art instead.

Human Reference

LLaVA-1.6 13B Generated Description
The comic depicts a scene of an artist's studio, with two panels showing the same space from opposite perspectives. In the left 
panel, the artist is seen standing in front of an easel with a blank canvas, holding a paintbrush, and surrounded by various art
supplies. The studio is well-lit and appears to be a professional workspace. In the right panel, the same scene is shown from the 
opposite side, but the artist is now sitting at the easel, holding a smartphone, and the studio is now dimly lit, suggesting a different 
time of day or a change in the artist's mood or activity. The contrast between the two panels highlights the versatility of the artist's 
workspace and the different states of the artist's creative process.

LLaVA-1.6 13B Generated Contradiction
(…) The contradiction lies in the fact that the two sides represent two different stages of the creative process: one side is the
beginning, where ideas are yet to be formed, and the other side is the end, where the artist has completed their work and is likely 
to be evaluating or contemplating the final product. This juxtaposition highlights the contrast between the initial stages of creation 
and the final stages of reflection and completion.

mPlug-Owl2 Generated Description
The comic depicts a man painting a picture of a woman in a white dress. However, the image is shown from two different 
perspectives, one where the woman is wearing a black dress and the other where she is wearing a white dress. This creates a 
contradiction in the visual representation of the woman's attire, making the comic visually intriguing and thought-provoking. 

mPlug-Owl2 Generated Contradiction
In the comic, there is a man painting a picture of a woman in a studio. On one side, the man is painting a woman with a smile, while 
on the other side, the man is painting a woman with a frown. This contradiction highlights the difference in the emotions or 
expressions the artist is trying to convey in the two paintings. 

Figure 10: Sample outputs of model generated literal description and contradiction.
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Literal Description:
The first panel depicts a woman seemingly engrossed in a ballet, an epitome of 
high culture, poised to share her experience on social media with tags indicating 
her cultured taste and appreciation for the arts. In contrast, the second panel 
strips away the pretense to reveal the woman fast asleep during the 
performance.

Contradiction:
The contradiction lies between the cultured persona she broadcasts online and 
her true disinterest.

Human Reference

GPT-4 Generated Description
The comic is split into two panels, presenting a sequence of events with a humorous twist. In the first panel, a woman is seen 
standing in what appears to be an upscale theater, smiling and holding binoculars as she looks at the stage where a ballet 
performance is taking place. The ambiance is depicted as refined and high-culture, emphasized by hashtags such as "#cultural," 
"#performance," "#ballet," and "#art" scattered around the image, suggesting a sense of sophistication and appreciation for the 
fine arts. The second panel switches perspective to show the same woman sitting among an audience, seemingly relaxed with her
head tilted back and eyes closed. The elegance implied in the first frame is juxtaposed with a comical hashtag "#fart," indicating 
that the woman is experiencing a less-than-dignified moment, thereby creating a comic disparity between the perception of 
cultured grace and the reality of an awkward bodily function.

GPT-4 Generated Contradiction
(…) This contradiction highlights the often humorous disparity between our idealized public image and our private, less glamorous 
realities. The comic plays on the juxtaposition of the refined setting of a ballet performance with the mundane and natural bodily 
function of passing gas, which stands in stark contrast to the cultural and artistic hashtags from the first image.

Claude-3 Generated Description
The comic strip presents a contradictory perspective on the performing arts. On the left side, a ballet performance is categorized 
under "cultural" and "art", with elegant ballerinas gracefully dancing on stage. In contrast, the right side depicts a woman slouching 
in a chair, suggesting a less refined or sophisticated setting. The hashtags imply this may represent some form of "performance", 
but the woman's casual, unrefined posture and appearance stand in stark juxtaposition to the poise and refinement of the ballet 
dancers. The comic highlights the subjectivity in labeling and perceiving different forms of performance and art, calling into 
question what truly constitutes "culture".

Claude-3 Generated Contradiction
(…) The juxtaposition highlights how the same artistic expression can be seen as either high-brow, cultured entertainment or as dull
and unremarkable, depending on the viewer's perspective and appreciation for the medium. It points out the subjectivity in valuing 
and interpreting various art forms.

Figure 11: Sample outputs of model generated literal description and contradiction.

Prompt1:

The given comic shows the same situation from two opposite sides with contradictions. Write a one-
paragraph literal description to describe the narrative of the comic.

Prompt2:

Please literally describe the context of the image in detail.

Prompt3:

Give me a detailed literal description of the image.

Figure 12: Prompts for Literal Description Generation in experiments.
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Prompt1:

The given comic shows the same situation from two opposite sides with contradictions. Write a short
explanation to illustrate the contradiction of the two sides.

Prompt2:

Analyze the provided image, which is divided into two or more panels, each illustrating contrasting
views of the same scenario. Describe the elements visible in each panel. Then concisely interpret how
these elements convey contrasting perspectives in one or two sentences. Focus and only output the
contradiction.

Prompt3:

Given an image, the image is divided into two or more panels. There is the contrast relationship in the
image through panels. Describe the elements visible in each panel. Give me the concise interpretation
how these panels convey contrasting perspectives, which you only need to output the contradiction in
one or two sentences.

Figure 13: Prompts for Contradiction Generation in experiments.

Prompt1:

The given comic shows the same situation from two opposite sides with contradictions. Which of the
following options best represents the underlying philosophy of the comic?
{MCQ Options}
Just output the choice:

Prompt2:

You are presented with an image, which is divided into two or more panels, each illustrating contrasting
views of the same scenario.
Which of the following options best represents the philosophy of the image provided?
{MCQ Options}
Select the correct option by typing the corresponding letter (A, B, C, or D).

Prompt3:

Given an image, which has two or more panels. There is contrast in these panels.
Tell me the best option in the following options who represents the deep semantic of the image?
{MCQ Options}
Just tell me the correct option by outputing corresponding letter (A, B, C, or D), no more explanation.

Figure 14: Prompts for Underlying Selection Task in experiments.

Prompt1:

The given comic shows the same situation from two opposite sides with contradictions. Which of the
following titles are the most suitable for the comic?
{MCQ Options}
Just output the choice:

Prompt2:

You are presented with an image, which is divided into two or more panels, each illustrating contrasting
views of the same scenario. Which of the following title options best represents the image provided?
{MCQ Options}
Select the correct option by typing the corresponding letter (A, B, C, or D).

Prompt3:

Given an image, the image is divided into two or more panels. There is the contrast relationship in the
image through panels.
Tell me the best title in the following title options who represents the image?
{MCQ Options}
Just tell me the correct option by outputing corresponding letter (A, B, C, or D), no more explanation.

Figure 15: Prompts for Title Matching Task in experiments.
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